MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that regulate gene expression by binding to partially complementary regions within the 3'UTR of their target genes. Computational methods play an important role in target prediction and assume that the miRNA "seed region" (nt 2 to 8) is required for functional targeting, but typically only identify 80% of known bindings. Recent studies have highlighted a role for the entire miRNA, suggesting that a more flexible methodology is needed.
Despite advances in understanding miRNA:mRNA interactions, the rules that govern 6 their targeting process are not fully understood [1] [2] [3] [4] . task. The majority of prediction tools are based on the assumption that it is the 12 miRNA seed region -generally defined as a 6 to 8 nucleotide sequence starting at the 13 first or second nucleotide -that contains almost all the important interactions between 14 a miRNA and its target and their focus is on these canonical sites. This seed-centric 15 view has been supported by structural studies [5] and a widely cited report [6] that 16 investigated the importance of other (non-canonical) regions within a miRNA and 17 concluded their contributions had relatively low relevance compared to the (canonical) 18 seed region. However, more recent studies have revealed that many relevant targets are 19 implemented via non-canonical binding and involve nucleotides outside the seed region, 20 indicating that the entire miRNA should be considered in target prediction 21 algorithms [3, 7, 8] . This is also supported by the performance of target prediction tools 22 which typically identify approximately 80% of known miRNA targets, indicating the 23 mechanisms associated with the remaining 20% of non-canonical targets remain poorly 24 understood. Thus, there is an opportunity for novel approaches to improve knowledge of 25 miRNA-regulated processes. In turn, this can lead to better understanding the effects of 26 mutations in the non-coding region of the genome in terms of function and disease. To 27 this end, in this work, we apply deep learning techniques to investigate the role of neural networks to analyze matrices of miRNA:site features, but the selected features 48 were still human-crafted descriptors and thus the method faces similar problems as 49 rule-based and ML approaches. A more recent work, DeepTarget [17] , relied on 50 recurrent neural networks to identify potential binding sites and assess their 51 functionality. However this work is still oriented to the identification of canonical sites 52 and relies on a limited small data set for the training phase.
53
In this paper we present miRAW, a novel miRNA target prediction tool that works 54 with raw input data and which makes no assumptions about suitable input descriptors. 55 miRAW uses DL to identify relevant descriptors by analyzing the whole mature miRNA 56 transcript, rather than focusing on the seed region, and is trained and tested against features such as site accessibility energy and seed region structure are relevant but not 68 sufficient for discerning between functional and non-functional target sites. 69 
Materials and methods

70
In our approach, we sought to minimize the introduction of potential biases in the data 71 representation by working directly with the raw data -i.e., the miRNA and mRNA 72 transcripts -rather than incorporating any human selected feature descriptors. To this 73 end we applied deep artificial neural networks (ANN) theory, taking advantage of two of 74 their fundamental properties: (i) with sufficient data-samples and an adequate number 75 of nodes and hidden layers, an ANN can approximate any mathematical function [18] ; 76 and (ii) an ANN has the capacity to automatically learn the relevant features of 77 complex data structures by means of its hidden layers [19] . In the following text, we The miRAW pipeline ( Fig. 1) for investigating the target potential of a miRNA and 82 the 3'UTR of a query gene can be summarized as follows: A 30nt sliding window with a 83 5nt step is used to scan the 3'UTR of a gene. For each 30nt fragment, miRAW predicts 84 the stability of the binding between the miRNA and the fragment. If the structure is 85 sufficiently stable, miRAW examines the secondary structure to see whether the 86 extended seed region meets the criteria defined in the candidate site selection method 87 (CSSM). If the criteria are met, the sequence of the entire mature miRNA and the 30nt 88 fragment are binarized and fed into miRAW's neural network to generate a 89 classification. The prediction can be further refined by including one or more filtering 90 steps that apply additional information that is external to the miRNA:site duplex. 
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Extended seed region 3 ' 5' A 30nt sliding window is used to scan the 3'UTR of a gene; (ii) The RNAFold software package is used to estimate whether the microRNA and the 30nt transcript can form a stable bond; (iii) If a stable bond is predicted, miRAW checks if the extended seed region meets the criteria defined in the candidate site selection method (CSSM); (iv) If the criteria are met, the full mature microRNA transcript and 30nt corresponding to the candidate site are fed into miRAW's neural network to generate a classification; (v) The prediction can be refined by a filtering step that applies additional information that is external to the miRNA:site duplex.
Dataset Preparation
92
A key factor for successful application of any ML classification technique is access to a 93 sufficiently variable and representative dataset that will generalize a trained model to targets [20] [21] [22] , there are significantly fewer experimentally verified negative targets.
99
This is not an issue for methods that use rule-based approaches to describe positive 100 matches [6] , but it represents a major concern for ML-based approaches that require 101 similar numbers of labeled examples for both classes. and was considered to be a potential MBS if it had a negative binding energy.
168
This process resulted in a total of 34,918 negatively validated target sites.
169
For training and validating the neural network, we followed a 10 fold 170 random-subsampling cross-validation approach using the positive and negative training 171 datasets. We stratified the sampling process to ensure the presence of both positive and 172 negative samples for each miRNA family (miRNAs sharing a common ancestor and 173 which have similar similar sequence and structure [23, 28] ) present in the training data. 174 80% percent of data was used for training, 10% reserved for validation and 10% for 
Test Dataset
178
To evaluate the developed method with independent data we generated a dataset using 179 the ∼17000 experimentally verified miRNA:gene targets excluded from the training 180 data. Note that, in contrast to the training stage, the goal of the test dataset is to 181 evaluate the whole miRAW methodology and, therefore, the testing data consist of pairs 182 containing the miRNA and the whole gene 3'UTR transcripts, rather than the specific 183 MBSs. Again, these 17000 data points were highly biased towards positive entries in a 184 ratio of 97:3 and this imbalance will impede true evaluation of the trained model -a 185 tool that exclusively predicts positive targets against the full test data would achieve an 186 accuracy of 97%. Thus, a testing dataset was generated with equal numbers of positive 187 and negative targets (548+, 548-) where positive entries were randomly selected. 
231
• CSS miRAW-7-1:10: a candidate MBS contains at least 7 base pairs between 232 nucleotides 1 and 10.
233
• CSS miRAW-7-2:10: a candidate MBS contains at least 7 base pairs between 234 nucleotides 2 and 10.
235
In each case, base pairs do not need to be consecutive in order to accommodate the 236 presence of gaps and bulges.
237
Thus, these models can accommodate both standard canonical MBSs as well as a 238 broader range of non-canonical target site structures (see Fig. 2 
245
To further evaluate the impact of choice of CSSM, we also implemented the CSSMs 246 used in two of the most commonly used miRNA target prediction tools:
247
• TargetScan (CSS miRAW-TS) considers three types of sites: (i) perfect 
253
• PITA (CSS miRAW-Pita) considers (i) 7mers starting at nt 1 or 2 ( Fig. 2a) 254 and (ii) sites containing a gap, wobble or mismatch in the seed region (starting at 255 nt 1) if it contains at least 7 WC pairs.
256
Both these CSSMs are subsets of CSSM-miRAW-6-1:10 and CSSM-miRAW-7-1:10
257
( Fig. 2) .
258
Implementation of different CSSMs served a primary purpose of fine-tuning miRAW 259 but also allowed us to investigate the targeting process from a biological perspective.
260
The 5 proposed methods encapsulate different target ranges. At one extreme,
261
CSS-miRAW-TS and CSS-miRAW-P adopt conservative approaches oriented towards 262 canonical sites but they also consider a limited number of non-canonical sites with small 263 irregularities in the seed region; at the other extreme, the other non-canonical CSSMs 264 follow a greedier approach that allows the consideration of several non-canonical sites 265 with broader irregularities in the seed region. These differences produce variations in 266 both the canonical and non-canonical predicted targets. 
Transcript Binarization
268
As an ANN requires numerical data for input, we transformed the miRNA and 269 candidate mRNA site transcripts to binary values using one hot encoding. Each of the 270 mRNA and miRNA nucleotides was translated to a binary vector of dimension 4, 271 corresponding to the four possible nucleotide values (see Table 1 ). Thus, each miRNA 272 target is represented by two concatenated binary vectors: one composed of 120 (4x25nt) 273 miRAW: deep learning for miRNA target prediction -Pla et al. the output layer consisted of two outputs (positive and negative class classification). In 284 addition, transcripts were aligned so the starting of the seed region corresponded always 285 to the same input node.
286
The deep ANN was composed of eight dense hidden layers (comprising rectifier 287 activation function -RelU-nodes) whilst the output layer comprised two softmax output 288 nodes. The number of nodes per layer was chosen experimentally using the guidelines 289 in [32] as a starting point and resulted in the structure shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 . 290 The first eight hidden layers followed the structure of a stacked autoencoder network
291
and were pre-trained as an autoencoder in order to learn the features that are most 292 representative of miRNA:MBS duplexes ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The last three hidden 293 layers and the output layer followed the typical shape of a feedforward classification 294 network. This design was consistent with the functionality of the network: (i) the first 295 hidden layer aims to map the data representation to a higher feature space (ii) the 296 following layers seek relevant features corresponding to the interactions of the inputs 297 (iii) the last two layers are responsible for classifying these features.
298
To ensure the network's capacity to deal with newly observed data and to avoid 299 overfitting, training was performed with a dropout rate of 0.2. The maximum number 300 of epochs was set to 500 in order to prevent excessive training time and overfitting. We 301 tested two different loss functions for the network: negative log likelihood (NLL) and 
305
The two neurons of the output layer correspond to the negative (output 0, o 0 ) and 306 positive (output 1, o 1 ) classes. Therefore, the class of the site is determined by the 307 values of the two output neurons:
This method will assign a positive or negative classification even if there is only a the input data. To deal with such uncertainty a constant parameter K was used to 312 define a 'grey area' in which the network is not able to provide a reliable prediction:
Gene Prediction and Filtering
314
According to [33] , we consider that a miRNA targets an mRNA if any of the potential 315 MBSs of the mRNA are functional. In the representation of the targeting process 316 implemented within miRAW, we require the neural network classify at least one of outputs (ann(m, cs i )) for all the candidate sites cs i ∈ CS in the gene g.
Given that it only requires a single candidate site to be classified as positive for the 327 miRNA:mRNA prediction to be positive means that miRAW is particularly sensitive to 328 false positives. A false negative for a single candidate site can be abrogated by a positive 329 classification for any of the remaining candidate sites but a single false positive cannot 330 be corrected by any number of negative candidate sites. Hence, the more potential sites 331 a CSSM identifies, the higher the probability of obtaining a false-positive prediction.
where F P R corresponds to the false positive rate of the neural network. This also 333 implies that CSSMs that adopt a greedier approach will end up obtaining more false 334 positives by chance.
335
The presence of false positives in miRAW's ANN can be partially attributed to the 336 fact that not all the information concerning miRNA targets can be obtained from the 337 miRNA:MBS duplex and, therefore, cannot be inferred by the neural network. For 338 instance, aspects such as site accessibility [34] require accessing additional external data 339 sources. This external information can be used to refine ANN outcomes by removing 340 sites unlikely to be functional. In an attempt to reduce the likelihood of false positives, 341 we included an a posteriori filtering step based on accessibility energy. It is known that 342 miRNA binding sites that are more easily accessible tend to have higher chances of 343 being functional targets [34] ; for this reason, several tools usch as PITA, miRMAP [35] 344 or PACMIT [36] combine this information with the binding site minimum free energy 345 (∆G duplex ) to produce a refined target prediction. The site accessibility energy (∆G open ) 346 of a MBS can be defined as the energy required to unfold the secondary structure of the 347 mRNA in order to accommodate the miRNA [34, 36] robustness, we computed local site accessibility following the guidelines defined in [37] 354 and [36] . Specifically, we used the ViennaRNA package [26] and considered the 200nt 355 surrounding the target rather than folding the whole mRNA sequence as this may result 356 in less accurate and more complex secondary structures [36] . To assess miRAW's performance, we compared it against the following commonly used 359 target prediction tools: TargetScan release 7.1 [6] , Diana microT-CDS v.4 [38] , PITA 360 v.6 [34] , miRanda (built upon the mirSVR predictor) [39] and mirDB [40] . These 361 represent the current gold standards (i.e., most commonly referenced) for microRNA 362 target prediction software. These software periodically release datasets containing all 363 predicted miRNA targets using the latest version of the respective tools. In order to 364 evaluate their performance, we cross referenced their latest 1 available predicted target 365 databases with the unbalanced and balanced datasets defined in Section 2.1.
366
TargetScan offers two different databases in each release, one providing target sites 367 highly conserved among species (TS Conserved) and one providing sites not-necessarily 368 conserved among species (TS NonConserved) and both databases were considered. To 369 assess the significance of the results, we performed a Wilcoxon signed rank test for each 370 of the evaluated metrics; Results were considered significant for p < 0.05 unless 371 otherwise stated (see Supplementary Table 4 for specific p-values). 
Implementation
373
miRAW was implemented using Java. RNACoFold from the ViennaPackage [26] was 374 used for computing the candidate sites. Implementation of the deep neural network was 375 done using the DeepLearning4Java (DL4J) library [41] . DL4J allows the use of both 376 CPU and GPUs for neural network training and classification. All the analyses 377 presented in this paper were performed using GPUs due to its improved performance; 378 however, a CPU based version of miRAW is also available.
3 Results
380
The two key components of miRAW's design are (i) the ANN that analyzes candidate 381 target sites and (ii) the CSSM used during the target prediction step. To assess these 382 two aspects of the model we first evaluated the outputs of the ANN training process 383 through cross-validation and then investigated performance using the different 384 candidate site selection methods outlined in the methodology. These comprised the 385 novel (non-canonical) models implemented for miRAW -miRAW-6-1:10, 386 miRAW-7-1:10 and miRAW-7-2:10 -and the existing (canonical) models already used 387 in TargetScan and PITA -miRAW-TS and miRAW-Pita. In addition, we explored how 388 a posteriori filtering can improve the reliability of the predictions by evaluating miRAW 389 results for the predicted canonical and non-canonical targets in the presence and Comparison of miRAW's neural network performance with the positive and negative training datasets when using a negative log likelihood (NLL) loss function and a cross entropy loss function (XENT) with 10 fold cross validation. XENT provides significantly better accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity, F1-scores and area under the curve (AUC) compared to NLL (* p-value< 0.05, ** p-value< 0.01). 
Neural Network Evaluation
449
The F1-scores summarize how well a particular class is classified by a particular
450
CSSM, an optimal CSSM will perform well for both positive and negative targets. Results are evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision, sensitivity, negative precision, specificity, positive F1-score and negative F1-score. The best results in terms of accuracy and negative F1-Score were obtained when using Pita's CSSM and when no filtering was applied. The highest positive F1-Score was obtained by miRAW-7-2:10. Canonical CSSMs (TS and Pita) obtain better results when no filter is applied, the application of ∆G open filtering introduces false negatives resulting in low sensitivity and negative precision. Conversely, non-canonical CSSMs (miRAW-6-1:10, miRAW-7-1:10 and miRAW-7-2:10) present better results when filtering is applied as this reduces the number of false positives, thereby increasing precision and specificity; when no filtering was applied miRAW was biased towards the prediction of positive sites, which resulted in high sensitivity but low precision.
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472
Several of the sites identified by miRAW-Pita or miRAW-TS overlap with non-canonical 473 binding sites predicted by the miRAW specific CSSMs that present greater stability and 474 are therefore preferentially selected (Fig. 7) . Figure 6b also shows that the application 475 of the site accessibility filter does not significantly alter the ratio of canonical and 476 non-canonical sites for any CSSM, suggesting that site accessibility filters do not act as 477 a discriminator between canonical and non-canonical sites. ∆G duplex = −11.70kcal/mol. While the left structure can be identified by both canonical and non-canonical CSSMs, a non-canonical CSSM will preferentially select the right hand structure as a potential MBS since it reports a more stable predicted binding energy. estimate the overall probability of the network obtaining a false positive prediction as 497 0.068 (P (F P ) = 1 − precision). However, there is greater variation when we 498 independently consider the various CSSMs. In this case, we can define the probability of 499 obtaining a false positive for a miRNA:mRNA pair using a specific CSSM as: (Fig. 10b) ; this is explained by the fact 530 that all the site selection methods identify similar canonical sites. For the FP canonical 531 sites there are no significant differences among the three non-canonical CSSMs, however 532 the miRAW-Pita CSSM does have significant differences with these CSSMs. From the 533 corresponding graph in Fig. 10a (top right) C a n o n ic a l F P C a n o n ic a l T P N o n C a n o n ic a l F P N o n C a n o n ic a l T P C a n o n ic a l F P C a n o n ic a l T P N o n C a n o n ic a l F P N o n C a n o n ic a l T P C a n o n ic a l F P C a n o n ic a l T P N o n C a n o n ic a l F P N o n C a n o n ic a l T P C a n o n ic a l F P C a n o n ic a l T P N o n C a n o n ic a l F P N o n C a n o n ic a l T P C a n o n ic a l F P C a n o n ic a l T P N o n C a n o n ic a l F P N o n C a n o n ic a l T P peaks occur between -14 and -15 kcal/mol. The reason for this difference is unclear as 536 we would anticipate a similar set of false positive canonical sites for all the CSSMs -as 537 all consider sites with perfect seed region complementarity-. However, one possibly for 538 this divergence may be a consequence of the fact that, in contrast to the other CSSMs, 539 miRAW-Pita is the most conservative and does not consider pairing beyond the seed 540 region as a factor for determining the binding site. This is also consistent with the 541 situation shown in Fig. 7 attributed to the fact that miRAW-Pita only considers non-canonical sites based on the 560 seed region whereas both TS and CSSM-miRAW accommodate sites beyond this. In summary, the results in Fig. 10 indicate that: there are differences in the energy 576 distributions of the sites obtained using different CSSMs; there are differences between 577 canonical and non-canonical sites; and there are differences between the true and false 578 positives energies. Nevertheless, these differences are not sufficient to identify any clear 579 discriminatory features between MBSs, i. Fig. 5 ; other prediction tools follow a light to dark blue color schema. Evaluation was determined in terms of accuracy, precision, sensitivity, negative precision, specificity and F1-score (an ideal predictor would obtain a score of 1 for each metric). All miRAW configurations outperformed other methods in terms of accuracy and F-scores, which are good representations of general measures of performance. mirDB and Target-Scan (highly conserved targets) obtained high specificity scores but a low negative precision as a consequence of their conservative approach, which classified almost all the miRNA:mRNA pairs as negative. After miRAW, microT was the method which presented better and more balanced results. miRAW-7-2:10-AE-against several other target prediction software tools -TargetScan 587 release 7.1 [6] , Diana microT-CDS v.4 [38] , PITA v.6 [34] , miRanda (built upon the 588 mirSVR predictor) [39] and mirDB [40] using the dataset defined in Section 2.1
Site accessibility filtering
500 P (F P CSSM ) = 1 − P (T P CSSM ) = 1 − precision |sites| (7)
589
The results are summarized in Fig. 11 and Supplementary target, consistent with our results in (Fig. 8 -Fig. 10 ). As a consequence several 630 negative targets with low accessibility energy are wrongly classified as positive.
631
Conversely, the miRAW-Pita-NF results, which share the same site selection method, predictions to complement experimental data.
652
The requirement for complimentary base pairing within the seed region for miRNA 653 targeting has been established through numerous experimental studies and forms the 654 basis of all current prediction tools. Initially, it was assumed that seed region binding 655 was a core requirement for all targets but, as more non-canonical targets were 656 experimentally identified, prediction tools evolved to try to accommodate this 657 divergence. The differences in how the various prediction tools recognize the relevance 658 of specific deviations from canonical binding highlights the complexity surrounding the 659 targeting process. The most conservative tools only consider targets that achieve full 660 complementary pairing in the seed regions, whereas other tools allow compensatory 661 binding to accommodate seed mismatches. Moreover, to accommodate non-canonical 662 binding sites, current target prediction tools rely on the use of human crafted descriptors 663 in an attempt to summarize current knowledge regarding miRNA:mRNA interactions, 664 maintaining a bias towards properties associated with the miRNA seed region. Also, as 665 knowledge has increased, so has the complexity of feature descriptors and consequently 666 there is limited consistency amongst the different tools. Thus, researchers tend to adopt 667 a "carpet bombing" approach of target space using multiple prediction tools retaining 668 only those targets that are common among a certain fraction of tools. This further 669 biases predictions back towards the most conservative (i.e. canonical) targets.
670
In this study, we adopted a neutral approach towards the prediction process, 671 avoiding incorporating any knowledge related to the targeting process. The performance 672 gap between miRAW and the descriptor-based approaches suggests that current 673 knowledge is still not sufficient to accurately capture all aspects of the miRNA targeting 674 process. This is consistent with recent studies, e.g., [3] , [7] and [31] , which 675 demonstrate that the whole miRNA can play a relevant role in many functional miRNA 676 targets. Based on these findings, we took advantage of deep learning methodology to 677 incorporate the whole miRNA sequence for target prediction. As deep learning has the 678 capacity to automatically extract its own data feature descriptors, miRAW is not 679 limited by the assumptions incorporated into current target prediction tools. Our 680 experiments showed that miRAW consistently outperforms current techniques,
681
suggesting that the descriptors learned by the deep neural network are able to encode 682 current knowledge and include additional yet to be understood information.
683
Moreover, we attempted to removed any preconceptions from the learning stage by 684 including all miRNA and mRNA nucleotides as input to our model. The only 685 knowledge we apply is during the selection of candidate targets where we implement a 686 selection step to retain miRNA:mRNA pairs that have established binding within a 687 relaxed seed region that spans nucleotides 1 through 10. Despite the application of this 688 selection step, the entire miRNA:mRNA sequence is used as input to the deep learning 689 model. This has the benefit of narrowing the search space while retaining a larger 690 number of candidate targets including includes non-canonical target types. In an ideal 691 scenario, with enough representative positive and negative data samples, the selection 692 step could be skipped as a deep enough neural network should be able to map such 693 information into its weights.
694
Relaxation of the seed region allows the consideration of both canonical and 695 non-canonical targets, including the ones defined in recent studies that stated the 696 importance of considering nucleotides beyond the 7th position [3, 8] . This also aligns 697 with recent studies which investigated potential binding sites based on microarray 698 expression data that indicate a significant role for miRNA nucleotide 9 [8] and 699 structure studies [31] that demonstrate off-site targeting in the 3' region of the miRNA 700 is achieved by a pivoting structural element α helix-7 within the Ago2 protein that suggesting that the descriptors learned by the deep neural network are able to encode 738 current knowledge and include additional yet to be understood information. .
739
Furthermore, as the amount of available target data increases, CSSM constraints can be 740 relaxed which, in turn, will facilitate the discovery or disposal of additional 741 non-canonical miRNA binding structures.
742
Another important task within this work was the processing of different data sources 743 to transform them into suitable training, testing and evaluation datasets. For a ML 744 classifier to learn the patterns needed to distinguish different classes it is necessary not 745 only to have good quality training data but also to have a balanced number of instances 746 for each class. We selected Diana TarBase and mirTarBase as our core data sources as 747 they represented the most comprehensive set of evidence for miRNA:mRNA functional 748 interactions, spanning a range of different experimental methods and providing multiple 749 evidence for many interactions. However, for most of the validated experiments the 750 databases do not provide exact details of the target site for the supported interactions. 751 To obtain reliable binding site information we processed and integrated PAR-CLIP and 752 CLASH datasets -which reveal information regarding binding sites and binding The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union 
